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Traditions

no ordinary floors

Discover  
the 9 mm 
collection

P. 18

Find the floor 
that fits your  

personality

Looking extremely good and 
performing even better, that’s what 
the 9 mm range is all about. The 
Traditions range is Balterio's finest 
collection: these premium quality 
flooring solutions are extremely 
realistic, super strong and have 
a waterproof surface thanks to 
HydroShield technology, 

  

    

Extraordinary 

  Choose the right underlay  P. 40

  Choose complementary accessories  P. 42
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Natural variety
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TRD61013  Truffle Pine

different 
planks per 
design

Traditions

The Traditions collection is sure to supersede your 
expectations. Beautiful wood design, full of character. 
With several traditional oaks from elegant to rustic, and  
exotic woods with a wonderful realistic look and feel.  
A Traditions floor is what you call a natural beauty, even in 
a kitchen and bathroom, as the planks have a waterproof 
surface. What’s more: the floor is stronger than ever. 

9 mm, medium plank
1380 X 190 MM | 6 PLANKS/PACK | 1,5732 M2 

✓ true to nature 
✓ Natural variety: 18 planks per design
✓ 4-sided natural V-groove 
✓ scratch protect 
✓ waterproof surface 

 

✓ complementary accessories
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Traditions
TRD61009

TRD61005  Dune Oak 

TRD61006  Forest Oak

TRD61007  Loft Grey Oak

TRD61004  Sonora Oak 

TRD61001  Opal Oak

TRD61003  Topaz Oak

TRD61002  Moonstone Oak

TRD61000  Diamond Oak 

P. 9

Traditions

   
Variation in texture and  
gloss on multiple levels 
The embossing process accentuates 
natural wood grains, cracks and 
(dead or living) knots on multiple 
levels. Wire brushing opens up the 
grains, while the different textures 
and gloss levels, from matte to silky, 
highlight the cracks in depth and 
knots on top.

9 mm, medium plank
 

 

4-sided natural V-groove
No straight running grooves. Traditions is all about natural 
irregularity: rough-cut bevels create the optical effect of a 

slightly open joint, even though the planks fit perfectly.
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Traditions

TRD61013  Truffle Pine

TRD61014  Hobart Oak

TRD61015  Peruvian Walnut

TRD61012  Royal Oak

TRD61009  Castello Oak

TRD61011  Noble Oak

TRD61010  Victorian Oak 

TRD61008  Industrial Brown Oak

TRD61010  Victorian Oak

Traditions

   
Traditions, 
perfectly imperfect
Nature's perfectly imperfect  
and so is a Traditions floor.  
It not only varies in planks and 
wood patterns, it also has a wide 
variety of depth textures and 
gloss finishes. The rough-cut 
bevels make it even more lifelike. 

  
Finish with 
complementary 
accessories 
P. 42 

9 mm, medium plank
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Traditions has everything to 
become an instant classic in the 
Balterio range and in your interior 

Traditions - TRS61006 Forest Oak


